
Griscom Morgan 

Rt. 1, Box 275 
Yellow Springs, 
Ohio 45387 

August 1, 1970 
Dear Hal: 

It looks as though lram pestering you with letters. But I feel the 
imperative of getting your work published before more assassinations 
make things more hopeless. And as you appear to be winding up at least 
the basic docum'ent you want published, however impossible you may 
think its publication to be, I want to give some more .views on what 
that document needs to be and do. 

The ten thousand dollars and the length I do not regard as insuperable. 
But the document itself I feel has handicaps that would make it 
ineffectual for now, serving more as a documentation of what happened 
for historians if there were any living dedades or centuries hence --
and the small circle of people who will read. 

What I would like to see added to what you have is what many reviewers 
of assassination literature have criticized it for not having, which is 
a brief resume of the evidence as it shapes up to a picture that makes 
sense, and which would be supported by the great documentation and 
detailed story as you give it. Again and again I have found this reyume 
needed -- and effective with people who do not have the time to devote 
to reading and study in stares about which they are not convinced they 
should investigate. For example, a hlOtorian particularly versed in the 
affairs of South East Asia and Americks involvement there was teaching 
about the sequence of developments in the Vietnam war. I challenged his 
statement that the Kennedy's would have followed the same course as Johnson. 
He is a vigorous and capable man. He was at first incredulous:and 
antagonistic to the to him inconclusive and voluminous literature which 
had left him with no clear idea bout the assassins-ton. When I showed 
him the brief documentation and summary of the case I had assembled for 
such a purpose he was deeply impressed. I did the same with the American 
editor of the Christian Science Monitor and he was co evinced to the 
point that he sent a man to see Garrison, and from then his endeavor failed. 

In such a beginning of your book I would like to see hard factual 
material free from accusations and verbage attacking people. For example, 
you did not answer Sparrow in your discussion of him, but only attacked 
him and the way his material had gottdn presented to the public. In 
my brief statement on Sparrow I picked out the only statement of his 
position that had any meat in it and used it to make a stronger point 
about the evidence. Like Jui Jitsu I used the opponant's own arguments 
to destroy the opponent's position and make my case, and did not need 
to use verbal invective against him -- which would have bean a waste 
of words, and for such a brief overview of the case I had to economize 
in words to the very limit possible. Similarly in the statement I wrote 
leadihg off with Vince's evidence from the Zapruder movie I used a 
quotation from Lewis's The Scavengers  to prove my point against Lewis. 
Without Lewis it would be less convincing. This involved no waste of 
words against Lewis. There is place for invective and all that, but 
in an introductory overview that the :public needs such economy is crucial. 
A primary enemy is the reader's and the revemer's being surfeited with 
books and words, and careful reading has largely ceased to exist. Your 
bulk of words augment the problem even though your detailed treatment has • 
its value. You need to get past that obstacle. That is why I see as 



important such an introductory survey and some means such as I 
suggested of heiping the reader skim or skip throughthe bulk of 
the material to get an edited version without having to eliminate 
most of the detailed treatment for the reader Wilo desired to read 
in greater detail. You did not comment on my suggestion that such 
editing be established in the margin. I would not worry much as to 
just which portions were marked for cursory reading, as that there be 
some means of directing the more harried and thurkied reader how to 
get through the material if he has limited time. 

Conceivably a summary of the case could be in the conclusion rather 
than in the beginning. But I feel that the beginning: needs some of 
this other kind of treatment that will do a job for the critical but 
time-poor reader. 

Some months ago I spoke to Marcus Raskin of the Institute of Bolicy 
Studies about the assassinations. He mentioned that you had written 
him asking for help to keep some work on the assassination from being 
published. Is there a pogsibility that I could approach Raskin for 
help? Some of the Antioch students have wealth and I might find if 
any of them could tap sourses that would help. I see real problems in 
this, and suppose that only an some rare instances should it be followed 
up. One such instance is a student I particularly trust and value 
who has offered to help us find financing for our organization Community 
Service, Inc. 

So much for now. 

Best wishes, 	

6/5 
Griscom Morgan 

P.S. I have a clipping of May 1968 by Carl Rowan telling in effect of 
"leaks" from the FBI and CIA that they suspect the black nationalists and 
red China and Cuba of the King assassination. That is comparable to the 
leaks associating Cuba with the JB3K assassination, now pushed further by 
one of the post recent books on the subject. All this when the FBI knew 
the real source or suspects of the assassinations -- you can document 
briefly and without editorializing in the first of the book succinctly 
to make the case. Well, and another suggestion, we might be able to get 
some able young history studehts under an able Antioch history prof I 
trust to work on something for you -- as a fillow who hgs independent means. 



8/5/70 

Deer Grim, 

Today is an especially bad day, end daily, as Ihe fatigue grows, so do 
the number vex= and complexity of the things with which must deal. 1  hope you 
will not consider the brivity of this response to your letter of 8/1 es brusqueness 
or lack of interest and appreciation. 

If I have tot made it cles, then I must. 4  believe all my work should be 
edited. I  believe one of the handicaps is the invective. e also beli,ve it is not 
possible to satisfy the reviewers, and would oansider nei-her writing nor editing 
with this an an or tee objective. There are better reasons, end those I acknolwedge. 
what it boils down to is whet -I do with my time, ane the least effective way I can 
spend it, in my view, is in editing. Maybe I'm wrong, but tne burden of getting onto 
paper, in any term, whet - eeve and whet you cannot imagine is already l‘ intolerable. 

lenentiletically, I also work in other areas of which you have no knowledge. 
other subjects that I regard as pert oe th same one. 

Example' all of this new stuff of O'Donnell's is not new. 1  had it in 1965 
end it will be in a book lareedy researched, with more than VD has end in context. I 
also heve one of the generels on tope on it, with permission, and detail! 

The merginel notes is a mechenical impossitelity bedeuse it would require 
e reVetion in the text size, which is already toe smell. If I cer over „7st this 
entire verk printed, zete only the final chapter on the suit and the reouired 
additions to the appendix, it will now run 640 pages. Can it be me de larger? 

Either I didnI t meke clecr hat 1  we. driving at with Sparrow or your 
misunderstood it, for it ie net that to which you address yourself. My purpose was 
not to refute Sparrow's article or book. Ind that 2 stuff, eltheueh you didn t 
know it, was already dated - eon Vince did it. had been since epril or May, 1966. 

The second -ereereph of your article for Penn was wrong when you wrote 
it but you had no way of knowing it. I had it researched, the study done, two years 
before you wrote it. The question, again, is tee order of eriorities, west can 
find acceptability when, and the time for writing and the funds for priuting. 

The comment you added to the commentary on Vince is correct, but you 
simele do not end epeerently caerot rut yourself into tne context in which have 
to live and eork, the fact that - do no even have time to properly outline and 
organize the writing , and the multitude of teings 1  must simultaneously keep id 
mind, work on and keep going while I write. This is a matter of editing. Please 
try and remember that everything you have seen is the rough draft, their being no 
time for anything else, except at the cost of tef writing of anyother book, and here 
I will not consider tnet alternative. 

Y.oir mint on simelificetion is coerect end.it is e desireebleeoandition. 
On the otheeilde, novever, A we you that tile extensive oorrecpondence nave 
received refutes it is more cases than you can imagine. however, I am:of your view. 
it is ainply a physical impossibility for me. 

It would be not only a waste of time to write Raskin, but at this point 
would be to abuse him. he has his own hengugs, as we all do, and these we must 
tolerate and understand-and accomodate. It is not that I' have written him, I have 
seen him at least dozens of times, going back to 1966 and intensively beginning 
in mid-1988. PAt has been promising to make the 45-minute trip to here for almost 
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FORGIVE MY GRIEF 
VOL. II 

By PENN JONES and SHIRLEY MARTIN 

WINDOW DRESSING_ 
by Griscom Morgan 

Note: Although this book will be authored by Penn Jonis Jr 
and Shirley Martin, some installments are by others working 
on the assassination of President Kennedy. These authors 
names will appear at the top of their contributions. 

This installment is written by Griscom Morgan of 
Yellow Springs, Ohio, and we are proud to offer this fine 
work to our readers. 

The literature on the Kennedy assassination 
is inadequate not so much because of there being 
insufficient wealth of detailed evidence as because 
no study has given an adequately substantiated 
suggestion as to' why and how President Kennedy 
was killed and why the Warren Report failed. in 
its job. 

Beyond —  a shadow of doubt the Warren 
Commission subordinated consideration of objective 
truth (to which it had given verbal commitment) 
to political considerations, if only to the extent of 
rushing its Report to publication before important 
leads had been resolved. Its staff, according to 



Edward Epstein's INQUEST, had been so dissatisfied 
with this procedure as to be at times in revolt. This 
political motivation is understandable and to be 
expected, but its nature and dimensions require 
careful and intensive study. 

The major books on the Warren Report have 
not answered the crucial questions asked by the 
public. Mark Lane's RUSH TO JUDGEMENT, 
Weisberg's WHITEWASH, a n d Sylvan Fox's 
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS rightly marshal 
evidence and raise insistant questions and leave 
the questions unanswered. Edward Epstein's lucid 
INQUEST attains much of its importance from 
Epstein's being the first author to be accepted into 
the confidence of the Warren Commission members 
and staff. It is not surprising that his conclusions 
are a justification for the findings of the Warren 
Commission on the basis of political expediency, 
or "national interest." 

In this study we seek to find the answers to 
crucial questions about the Kennedy assassination 
without  fear of the implications of such an inquiry. 

e seek to •o this in a 	ov- +1-w o the case 
without involvement in the vast range of details 
of evidence (which we have so far found consisten 
with the overview we have developed.) It is no 
necessary to prove the conspiracy theory many 
times; one conclusive evidence should suffice. 

• I • 

if there was a conspiracy, 
t is the source and motivation  of the cons Tracy,  
at must be discovered. ome steps ofM"(  

argum e n t are 	e ly speculative, but 
speculation is inescapable until the case is closed. 

* Toward the end of the investigation Marina Oswald 
informed the Warren Commission staff that she felt it 
more likely that her husband had shot at Governor 
Connally than at the President. The attorney Carroll 
Jernigan had written the FBI on December 4, 1963 of 
his overhearing Ruby planning with Oswald for Oswald 
to shoot at Connally in consideration of a large payment 
from a party Ruby was working for. This is consistent 
with Oswald's preoccupation with personal and financial 
difficultied and his having a grudge against the Governor. 
To get Oswald involved in shooting at the time of the 
assassination of the President would give the true assassins 
a perfect cover for their motives and actions. 

The Warren Report confidently asserted that there 
was no acquaintance between Oswald and Ruby, and that 
at the time of Oswald's murder "it is doubtful even that 
Oswald could have seen Jack Ruby sufficiently to discern 
his identity." In flat contradiction to this assertion are 
the testimonies of two officers close to Oswald at the 
time of his death. D. R. Archer (XIXH2O) testified. "Ih 
distinctly heard the suspect shout a phrase, the only' words 
I could make out were, 'son of a bitch, don't'." Detective 
Billy Corbet separately testified he heard Oswald say 
"Jack Ruby, you son of a bitch, don't" (XIX350). The lie 

- 



detector test Ruby .took :to clear;biniSelf . of :: cillISPirfiii;:. i., 
itself incriminating because .it- Maked. a case for:,SAnbi's 

integrity that the -evidence,;:-disproi=es.;:.The.....,".governme 

has classified evidence obtained by the Defense Deiiiiiitt, 
that, m the words of a New York Times report;0340.  

no scientific evidence to show that lie detector tests were 

worthwhile" and that "persons could be trained to foottitei 

devices" (NYT 6-18-64). 	' 	.--'." 41.1k.kr''' 
-. 	- 	'4X-'*14A,Y.-J.,%).;-;. 

The subject matter of the Warren'.CoMinissioi-0 

investigation , is the technical field of. FORENSIC  
SCIENCE. This is the study of evidence; as. 

court use and it involves various . disciplines' t of 

science and technology. For example,' FORENSIC 

BALLISTICS is that branch of criminal investigation 

dealing with identification of firearms and bit:11'4i, 

and study of the-  trajectory and effects of 161311etS:.  

Diverse disciplines are involved, such cis pSychia-1  

physiology, and spectroscopy. 

Last February the highest professional.body in 

the nation exactly concerned with the field of... the 

WARREN REPORT ON THE ASSASSINATION_JD 

PRESIDENT KENNEDY had a panel of specialists 

analyze the Warren Report at its anual meeting. 

This b o d y, the AMERICAN ACADEMY ..--'-' OF 

FORENSIC SCIENCE, like other staid and scientific 

professional bodies, has its own journal, and that 

journal has at last published the studies of the 

specialists that had participated on the 'panel, This 

issue of the JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES is 

dated July 1966, but was sent out about two monthie  

late. 

necessary. 

The significance of this study of the Wctrren 

Report is that it is the first objective shady. 1Dl 

competent scientisis that cannot be said to be, the 

work of self-appointed amateurs. Moreover, it is - 

highly significant that the editor -.of the Journal, , 

Morton F. Mason, is employed at the very hospital ' 

to which President Kennedy was taken _after he 

was shot in Dallas. 

The editor of the special section of the Journal 

dealing with,  the Warren Report observes of .the 

studies by specialists in forensic 'science that ' el' 

are the produCt of scientific discipline and...J1.9,  

written with any intent to discredit . the .WC•trren 

Commission or the government. He asserts --;-,that. 

where these well' qualified specialists 

discreditable fetitureS-in the Wcuren Report i.t.-..4-  

only because the evidence made these ;findings 

These studies are important to the nation.lodcty_ 

becauSe sound politics requires a basis ':4"' 

objectivity in science, free from political bias. 



we scramble politiCs and science we will be -Air 

served by both. 
Among the specialists studying the Warren 

Report some assumed with regard to areas in 

which they were not specialists, that the Report 

had effectively accomplished its general purpose. 

But ,  some of these specialists found as regards their 

special areas of competence that the 'Warren 

-Report was not satisfactory. The criminologigt, 

Osterberg, develops evidence that the majority., of 

the public . for whom the Warren Report' ..itra-S 

_prepared had not been convinced by it--7a 

showing for a legal case. The psychiatrist,„ 

Maier Tuchler asserted (as the New - York Times 

quoted him in its report of the meeting at 
he gave his study) that with regard—tof;;Ahe 

establishment of motivation he was:appalledpt 

the conclusions reached without the „ benefit . of 
trained professional thinking." We might nOte:here 

that Edward Jay Epstein in his INQUEST' 7s1i-owV 

hat psychiatrists WERE called In by the .krar:reii 

ommission staff, but "there was insufficient 

for drawing psychological conclusions 

Oswald," so this was not mentioned in the Report 

The only occasions on record of Lee . Oswalc 
expressing his attitude toward President Kennedy.  

are expressions of respect, as when he answered 

his wife's questioning about Kennedyxw„,  

response that he was "a good presiderit,"::cm,  

the words of the Warren Report, "shortly:befOre. 

assassination Oswald expressed apPrci 

President Kennedy's role in the area of civil:igh 
The panel's speck/list in 

	ugh 
 

H. Wecht, similarly conaurred with the,  arrerr 

Report but finds fault with the goverritheni'S"°0:iiiii 

only of military pathologists in perfOrniin-
autopsy of President Kennedy's body: 
pathologist being under military orders cp. 	ek 
assumed to be bound exclusively by professiohal 

considerations as a qualified civilian -shc; 
been Those acquainted with the history 4.17u 
ordered diagnosis of insanity in the army:  
the army 'medical corps are not free froiii,:cor) 
that may be in conflict with professional signi/Fict,  , 

It was the attorney, Jay SchWartz, who analyieg 

the Warren Report in depth. His arti-
legal exception to the Warren Report -i.thse*ba 
issues of fact that would be within the - kridile 
of the editor of the Joiarnal located at the 
at which some of the issues of 'fact were bee known 
The editor would have been in the poiSiflOnjcv 

correct them if they were mistaken. Schwartz finds 



alien Report essentially a political instrument 
#o ;:̀ achieving ,.confidence in what was essentially 

ready, discredited FBI report on the Kennedy 
assmatiaii- Schwartz finds the a  Warren Report 

inadequate, hasty and that it does not stand 
under close examination. In the words of 'the 

'York Times report of the meeting at which 
Schwartz' critique was given: 

Continued Next Week 



two years. So has Richard Barnett. Ea has not taken the time to read nay of the work, and the trip nere as to show him the unpublished material. I diowed him 
one file the day I got it and it left him speechless, the only time I've seen him that way, I think nothing ever Shook him as much.,-f he can remain immobile in the 
light of this, the thing to do is leave him alone, et least for tue time being. 

Besides all of this, the sheer labor of retyping large parts of the work and renumbering the -ages and redoing the index rule all of that outk, for me, even if the cost is printing. The book can stucco:wad in its present form, although it could also be imporived upon, end if this is the reason given for financing not being available, it i= en excuse, not a reason. Lgain,,the coat is doing another two books in the time this would take, in addition to which my wife and I are now pest exhaustion. 

the 1'062, Rowan clip is avluable and I'd like to have it and try end include it, if only in the arpenaix. 

Please also remember that in addition to all of this I'm drafting and filinG lawsuits, which have done some good and can and will do more. One is not 
filed or to be, another i-  being retyped for this purpose, two others are drafted 
end to be reviewed end edited. 

An d I am so weary, so broke•and in so ninny ways, so all alone. 

Sincere thanks, 


